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The MDG unkept promise 

at global level (1)  

“



The MDG unkept promise 

at global level (2)  

• A great deal of progress has been made over the las t
several decades: in health, education, and poverty;

• The share of people living in extreme poverty in
developing countries has more than halved since 198 0;

• Global child mortality rates have almost halved;

• Most of the fall in poverty has occurred in East an d
South Asia and Latin America; 

• But only 45 of 87 countries with data have already 
achieved or are on track to achieve the poverty targ et

http://rodrik.typepad.com/09%2029%2010%20Zoellick%2 0speech%20at%20Georgetown.pdf



Where are the poor?   

•

Data visualization by The Guardian



What actually 

went or is wrong 

in MDGs implementation?  

1.   The glass is half full:  we need a big heave
The dominant story from the UN summit in NY was tha t 
development can be achieved if the world would only  come 
together with a big heave.  in this view,  the glas s is half full;

2. We do not put water in the glass because it is
not clean:  more accountability leads to better institutions;

3. The challenge is increasingly inequality,  
not absolute poverty:  you handle the glass, please 
shake it. 

http://www.owen.org/



“…the world must advance 
the causes of security,

development and human rights together 
otherwise none will succeed ”

UN Secretary General Kofi Annan at the UN Millenniu m Assembly, 2000



“Good governance 
is perhaps the single most

important factor 
in eradicating poverty and 

promoting human development.”

UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, 2000



True human development 

is like a Rubik cube

1. You cannot see just one side 
and ignore the others.  

2. You cannot fix one colour
at a time; you must fix 
all sides at the same time.

3. Somebody  should handle 
the complexity and 
move it to a new status. 

4. The only way to fix it
is with  “hands on” it. 

Theories do not help much, 
experience does.



ARCMDG can provide applied research ,  policy 
analysis and advanced training on: 

1. Understanding present specific situations 
at local level;

2.   Contributing to the design of  a tailor made 
road map with an intensified and accelerated 
driving method; 

3. Boost cooperative organizational changes. 

ARCMDG’s role in facilitating the 

achievement  of MDGs in ASEAN



1.  To catalyze the achievements of the MDGs
in the ASEAN region through capacity building, 
education and applied research programs, 

2.   To  provide consulting and advising
services, networking and partnership building 
activities;

3.  To work in close collaboration with national, 
regional and intl. organizations, inclusive of 
civil society and non -governmental 
organizations .

ARCMDG’s  mission



ARCMDG’s  goals



Source: UNDP, ESCAP, ADB, Paths to 2015, MDG priorities in Asia and the Pacific, Sept. 201 0

1.   Strengthening growth by stimulating domestic        
and intra-regional trade;

2.   Making economic growth more inclusive and   
sustainable;

3.   Strengthening social protection;
4.   Reducing persistent gender gaps;
5. Ensuring financial inclusion;
6. Supporting least developed and structurally 

disadvantaged countries;
7. Exploiting the potential of regional economic 

integration



Are we ready for an 

organizational change 
in MDG implementation ?

but it is the 
organization’s ability 

to deliver 
that ensures 

the practical outputs.





Why change? 



The faster you put your ideas 
into the world, 
the faster you learn 
about their strengths and 
weaknesses 

Are we ready for an 

innovation

in MDG implementation ?



Innovation and change

Innovation can be found at the intersection of 
an evolving need and a technology…

Could we?
Technology

Should we?
User + Society

Thinking  About Change , adapted from models create d by Doblin & Earnes



Innovation and change

Change can be found at the intersection of an 
evolving need, a technology,  and a new good practi ce

Could we?
Technology

Should we?
User + Society

Would we?
Organization



Everyone
has a role in change .

They all need to have 
“skin in the game”.

field  
workers

top 
management

middle 
management

project 
management



Myths and realities of 

change management

The biggest obstacle to change 
is not opposition nor resistance; 

It’s the way 
you currently do things.



Barriers 
or drivers of change?

Vision + Mission

Leadership

Communication

Behaviour

Willingness 

Competencies

Work 

processes

Legacy 

systems





Cooperative 
organizational changes 

of MDG work processes

� Faster statistic updates + news network;
� Proactive search and share 

of good practices on localizing MDGs 
and

on people empowerment ; 
� Independent (international?) monitoring;

� Peer evaluations;

� Incentive and awards.



Working together 
on what we know 

and what we do not know on 
MDGs acceleration 

• Securing Transformation

• Broadening Opportunities

• Dealing with risk and vulnerability

• Knowing what works: the Results Agenda

• Open Data, Open Knowledge, Open Solutions

http://rodrik.typepad.com/09%2029%2010%20Zoellick%2 0speech%20at%20Georgetown.pdf



The ORCHID partnership :
Organizational Changes 
in Development deeds

Localizing MDGs,
putting  goals into actions

.



Every culture, every religion 
and every ethnic group 

can develop in full freedom
and contribute in terms of beauty 

and creativity 
to the wonderful orchestra of humanity

Mohammed Yunus, Creating a World Without Poverty, and also from 
http://www.weltethos.org/dat-english/03-declaration .htm



ASEAN can do it:   “One Vision, 
One Identity, One Community”

Thank you for your attention and cooperation
www.arcmdg.ait.asia 
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International debate on need of change in MDGs implementation and 
“manifestos” of hopes and ideas for a future “dev.2”,  i.e. ,a complete 
reset of sustainable development planning and execution:

http://aidontheedge.info/2010/10/05/mdgs-and-theories-of-change/  as 
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http://www.uncdf.org/english/news_and_events/index.php?record=155 
and (in Spanish): 
www.razonpublica.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&i
d=1404:la-cumbre-de-naciones-unidas-iaumentar-las-donaciones-
internacionales-o-cambiar-de-
modelo&catid=23:internacional&Itemid=32


